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Statement of Significance: Postmodern Terrace Row, 129-135, 
137 and 139 Canning Street, Carlton (November, 2021) 

Heritage 
Place: 

Postmodern Terrace Row PS ref no: HO1396 

What is significant? 
The residential terrace row of five dwellings, at 129-139 Canning Street, Carlton, and constructed in 
1982-4 to a design by architects Denton Corker Marshall, is significant. 

How is it significant? 
The residential terrace row at 129-139 Canning Street, Carlton, is of local significance for its 
representative value and for its rarity. 

Why is it significant? 
The residential terrace row of five dwellings, at 129-139 Canning Street, Carlton was constructed in 
1982-4 to a design by architects Denton Corker Marshall (DCM), and is significant as a representative 
example of the Post Modern Classicism style (Criterion D). The construction of the four terraces, and 
the alteration of the façade to the existing dwelling at 139 Canning Street, was undertaken by DCM 
for A & M Martino Holdings. The row (or ‘rowhouses’ as designated by the architects) was designed 
during the high point of the Post Modern Classicism architectural style, in the early to mid-1980s. 
While an early DCM development, it was however not a style that the practice generally pursued for 
their later and much awarded work. Nevertheless, at the time, the design of the row incorporated the 
bold shapes, forms and voids, especially in the façade composition, that were being used and 
promoted by celebrated international Post Modern Classicists such as American architect, Michael 
Graves. 

The row is distinguished by a common rendered brick façade structure which has both contrasting 
elevation treatments and uniform elements. The latter include parapets with semi-circular forms, 
recessed ground floor entries and verandahs, windows with stepped lintels, lattice work to balustrades 
and other elements; and to the front of the row, an undulating rendered masonry front fence bordering 
largely uniform small gardens. No. 129 differs with its prominent corner tower to the Canning and Pitt 
streets intersection. While at a local level, the Canning Street row responded to the terrace house 
typology so common in Carlton, it did so in a composition which displayed international influences. 
More broadly, the building is also significant for being reflective of the built form changes in Carlton in 
the later twentieth century, including the 1980s, when contemporary architects were responsible for 
some celebrated new developments which, in turn, challenged the typical building form and character 
of the suburb. 
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The subject terrace row is additionally a relatively rare and well preserved example of a residential 
terrace row in Melbourne in the Post Modern Classicism style (Criterion B). 

Primary source 

Carlton Heritage Review (Lovell Chen, 2021) 


